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UNIT -1 

(2 marks) 

1. Why C is called as Function oriented language?        Ref pg.no 11 

2. Give out the syntax for scanf() and printf() with an example      Ref pg.no 5 

3. Give out the structure of C program          Ref pg.no 13 

4. Define constant and its types          Ref pg.no 26 

5. Define character set.           Ref pg.no 23 

6. Define Identifiers with an example            Ref pg.no 25 

7. Define variables with an example          Ref pg.no 30 

8. Mention the rules for constructing character constants      Ref pg.no 28 

9. List out the various logical operators         Ref pg.no 57 

10. What is << operator and give out an example for it 

11. List out any 4 relational operator          Ref pg.no 55 

12. Mention any 5 Library functions          Ref pg.no 74 

13. What is the use of header file and why we include it in the program    Ref pg.no 17 

14. List down the steps involved in execution of c program      Ref pg.no 14 

15. What is a Linker?           Ref pg.no 16 

16. What is a compiler?           Ref pg.no 16 

17. What is c preprocessor?          Ref pg.no 9 

18. Mention any 4 preprocessing directives?        Ref pg.no 9 

19. What is the use of #include?           Ref pg.no 5 

 

 (5 marks) 

1. Write down the rules for constructing  Integer constant with examples    Ref pg.no 52 

2. Write down the rules for constructing real constants in fractional form with examples 

3. Write down the rules for constructing real constants in exponential form with examples 

4. Write a program to add two given number and give out the sample output for it. 

5. Write a program to divide two given numbers and give out the sample output for it. 

6. Write a short note on Arithmetic operators with examples       Ref pg.no 53 

7. Write a short note on Bitwise operators with examples      Ref pg.no 61 

8. Explain the Logical operators with examples        Ref pg.no 57 

9. Write a program to check a given number is even or odd. 
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(10 marks) 

  

1. Write a detailed note on data types with example       Ref pg.no 31 

2. Discuss in detail about the real constants.        Ref pg.no 27 

3. Write a detail note on Operators.        Ref pg.no 52 

4. Write a detail note on a. relational operators b. bitwise operators     Ref pg.no 55 

5. Write a program to swap two numbers using  

          (a) With temporary variable (b) Without using temporary variable 

 

UNIT-2 

 (2 marks) 

1. Define Conditional control structure and its types      Ref pg.no 150 

2. What is repetitive control structure?       Ref pg.no 151 

3. What is selective control structure?       Ref pg.no 152 

4. What is nested if? Give out an example for it      Ref pg.no 122 

5. What is if-else? Give out its syntax       Ref pg.no 119 

6. Define else-if Ladder? give out an example for it     Ref pg.no 126 

7. Give out the syntax of for loop with an example       Ref pg.no 159 

8. Distinguish between do-while and while       Ref pg.no 157    

9. What is the use of break statement?        Ref pg.no 130 

10. What is continue statement and why we use it     Ref pg.no 131 

 (5 marks) 

1. Write a program to find the biggest of two given numbers 

2. Write a program to find the factorial of a given number 

3. Discuss briefly about else if ladder with an example program                      Ref pg.no 126 

4. What is while loop? Using while loop find out the sum of first 20 natural numbers                                  

                        Ref pg.no 155 

5. What is Switch case? Give out its syntax with an example               Ref pg.no 129 

6. Write a short note on nested for structure with an example                           Ref pg.no 159 

7. Write a program to find the largest of 3 given numbers 

 

8. Write a short note on  

                            a. break b. continue c.goto                   Ref pg.no 136 

9. Discuss briefly on?: operator with an example                                              Ref pg.no 133 

10. Write a short note on if structure with an example                                        Ref pg.no 115 

  

(10 marks) 

1. Discuss in detail about control structures        Ref pg.no 150 

2. Write a detail note on following with an example a. nested if b. for c.while                       

                                                                                Ref pg.no 122 
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3. Write a program to generate Floyd’s triangle 

4. Write a program to check a given number is prime or not 

5. What is nested control structure? Give out an example program for it.      Ref pg.no 159 

UNIT -3 

(2 marks) 

 

1. Define automatic variables                    Ref pg.no 294 

2. What is register variable? Why we use it?                 Ref pg.no 303 

3. Distinguish local variable and global variable               Ref pg.no 295 

4. What is extern keyword?  Why we use it?                Ref pg.no 300 

5. Define static variable? How it differs automatic variables?            Ref pg.no 302 

6. Define Function prototype? Give out its syntax?                Ref pg.no 273 

7. Define Function Declaration? Give out its syntax?              Ref pg.no 272 

8. Define Function definition? Give out its syntax?              Ref pg.no 267 

9. Define function call? Give out its syntax?                    Ref pg.no 270 

10. List out the ambiguity in function call?                Ref pg.no 270 

11. What is a storage class? List out the different types?              Ref pg.no 302 

12. What is call by value?                  Ref  pg.no 268 

13. What is call by reference?                  Ref  pg.no 268 

(5marks) 

1. Write a short note on storage classes in c        Ref pg.no 302 

2. Write a short note on function definition with a example    Ref pg.no 267 

3. Write a short note on recursion with a example     Ref pg.no 288 

4. How will you return a value from a function with example?   Ref pg.no 277 

5. Write a short note on register variables with example    Ref pg.no 303 

6. Explain the passing strings of functions      Ref pg.no 294 

(10 marks) 

1. Discuss in detail about storage classes with examples    Ref pg.no 302 

2. Write a detailed note on functions        Ref pg.no 272 

3. Write a program to find the factorial of a given number using recursion 

4. Write a program to generate Fibonacci series 

5. Write a program to find the product of two given numbers 

UNIT-4 

 (2 marks) 

 

1. What is an array?          Ref pg.no 190 

2. Mention the memory representation of an array     Ref pg.no 192 

3. What is a char array? How will you declare it? 

4. What is 2D array?         Ref pg.no 199 
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5. Mention the memory mapping of 2D Array     Ref pg.no 199 

6. What is recursion? Mention its benefits      Ref pg.no 288 

7. What is a dynamic array?        Ref pg.no 209 

8. What is a string?         Ref pg.no 229  

9. What is the use of strcmp()?       Ref pg.no 246 

10. List out any 5 string functions       Ref pg.no 244 

(5 marks) 

1. Define array? Give out an example program for array?    Ref pg.no 190 

2. Write a program to find the sum and average of n given numbers? 

3. Write a program to check a given string is palindrome or not ? 

4. Write a short note on strings with example      Ref pg.no 229 

5. Write a short note on string functions with example    Ref pg.no 233 

6. How to pass an entire array to a function? Explain it with a example program.  

                          Ref pg.no 192 

7. Write a program to print the following output: 

1. 0          1          1          2          3          5          8 

8. Write a program to calculate sum of the digits of a given number 

9. How will you calculate the length and reverse of a string? 

10. What is 2D array? Give out an example program for it    Ref pg.no 199 

(10 marks) 

1. Write a program to search a given element in an array     Ref pg.no 195 

2. Write a detailed note on array and its operations       Ref pg.no 196    

3. Write a program to sort the given numbers in ascending order 

4. Write a detailed note on 2D array and implement it in matrix addition program 

5. Write a detailed note on string handling functions               Ref pg.no 244 

6. Write a short note on call by value with an example              Ref  pg.no 268 

7. Write a short note on call by reference with an example?              Ref  pg.no 268 

 

UNIT-5 

 (2 marks) 

1. What is a pointer?          Ref pg.no 351 

2. What is a function pointer?       Ref pg.no 373 

3. Define file.          Ref pg.no 389 

4. Mention any 4 file functions       Ref pg.no 390 

5. What is the use of fgetc () and fputc()      Ref pg.no 389 

6. Give out the syntax of fopen() with an example     Ref pg.no 389 

7. Define structure         Ref pg.no 317 

8. What is union?         Ref pg.no 335 

9. How will access structure?        Ref pg.no 317 

10. What is far pointer?         Ref pg.no 352 

11. What is random access to files?       Ref pg.no 400 
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(5 marks) 

1. What is a pointer? How will you pass pointer to an array?    Ref pg.no 364 

2. How will you pass a pointer to a function with an example?   Ref pg.no 370 

3. Write a short note on structure? How structure members are accessed?     Ref pg.no 317 

4. Explain the concept of union with an example     Ref pg.no 335 

5. Write a program to read the content of a file     Ref pg.no 391 

6. Write a short note on file modes       Ref pg.no 392 

7. Write a program to swap two numbers using call by reference? 

8. How will you perform file copy?                 Ref pg.no 389 

 (10 marks) 

1. Write a detailed note on pointers.                 Ref pg.no 351 

2. Write a detailed note on structures        Ref pg.no 317 

3. Discuss in detail about files.       Ref pg.no 389 

4. Write a program to find even and odd numbers and to store it in two separate files 

5. Write a program to calculate student mark sheet processing and store the information in 

a file 

 

 


